There are two categories of data from which dictionaries can be produced. One uses old data or data from a previous collection and the other uses new data or data from a current collection. The old data creates dictionaries that can be used for possible answer examples, assisting optical character recognition (OCR) systems, and training of recognition systems. The new data is the most useful in testing and scoring system results.
There are two categories of data from which dictionaries can be produced. One uses old data or data from a previous collection and the other uses new data or data from a current collection. The old data creates dictionaries that can be used for possible answer examples, assisting optical character recognition (OCR) systems, and training of recognition systems. The new data is the most useful in testing and scoring system results.
For each of the categories above there are two types of dictionaries. These types may be useful for work with the Second Census OCR Conference. The first contains all words that have occurred in the data set being used. For this experimental work, the data set is from the 1980 Census. These words can be misspellings, abbreviations, or correctly spelled words. This first or essential dictionary is easier to create and will not innease the errors which exist in the original data. This dictionary contains all the misspellings. abbreviations and other errors that occur when the original data was keyed from the original paper questionaires. This will make the dictionary useful in descri bing potential con ten ts of a form set. The second dictionary can be buHt from the essential dictionary. The second dictionary is one which has the misspellings corrected. the abbreviations expanded, and all the words stemmed into logical minimal stems. A mapping between the essential dictionary to the second or exploratory dictionary is required. The exploratory dictionary is harder to create and may produce more errors than it corrects. This dictionary needs human assistance to be created since most of the steps can not be fully automated. It is also useful in showing a comprehensive list of the possible entries in a form set from previous data, in our case the 1980 Census. Short and long dictionaries can be produced from both of these dictionaries. The long dictionary contains all of the data from the original Census data, while the short dictionary contains only the phrases and possibly words which occur more than once. The short phrase dictionaries are approximately 16% of the length of the long phrase dictionaries. They also contain 60% to 70% of the phrases in the original sample of 132247 phrases. The short word dictionaries are approximately 45% the size of the long word dictionaries. About 95% of the words found in the long phrase dictionaries are contained in these short word dictionaries.
In May 1992, NIST hosted the First Census Optical Character Recognition (OCR) Conference. This conference tested the state of the art in OCR technology for isolated hand printed characters. The Second Census OCR Conference is going to address the issue of OCR on form images. The form images being used are "mini-forms". These "'mini-forms" will be the Industry and Occupation sections of the 1990 Long Census forms, specifically questions 28b, 28c, 29a, and 29b of Form D-2. Each participant will be asked to recognize the hand printed entries for questions 28b, 29a, and 29b and return these results for scoring. The ability to use context to assist in the recognition process makes it desirable to produce dictionaries that contain the words or phrases likely to appear as entries.
There are two categories of dictionaries. The category depends on the type of data used to create the dictionary. The first category uses the data from the previous Census, 1980, and the resulting dictionaries will be used to give examples of possible answers and assisting OCR systems. The second category uses the data from the current Census. 1990 . These dictionaries will be used for creating testing data and scoring data.
Within the above categories there are two types of dictionaries that can be produced and might be useful for this conference. The first contains word or phrase answers from similar questions in the Census data. These words include misspellings and abbreviations, as well as correctly spelled words. This type of dictionary is essential for scoring at the character level. This dictionary may also prove useful for improving word or phrase level OCR outputs. The second type of dictionary is one which has the misspellings corrected, the abbreviations expanded, and all the words stemmed into logical minimal stems. This type of dictionary can be built from the first type of dictionary. The second type may also be useful for scoring at the word level. A mapping between the essential dictionary and the second or exploratory dictionary is required. This allows for the creation of a new phrase list from the words in the exploratory dictionary. This new list will still represent the data from the original list but will have consisten t phrasings.
Producing the Essential or First Dictionary
The data starts as a key punch operator's view of what was entered in the Industry and Occupation fields of the 1980 or 1990 Long Census Forms. A sample of 132247 keyed responses is used with each form having four lines of Industry and Occupation data. The first line, Line 0, is a code for the Industry and Occupation information which follows. The other three lines, Line 1, Line 2 and Line 3, are phrases. These phrases need to be processed to produce a dictionary. The process is to change form entries to phrases, then the phrases to words. The final result is a dictionary that contains all the words which occur in the phrases. This dictionary is long and contains many spelling errors and abbreviations.
Turning form entries into 3 different phrases
Each form entry has one encoding line and three text lines. The first line contains Census encoding for the data that follows. For the dictionary production it is not important. Line 1 is the response to, "~~hat kind of business or industry was this"?", question 28b. Line 2 is the response to, "'iVhat kind of work was this person doing'?"', question 29a. Line 3 is the response to, "~'hat were this person's most important activies or duties"?", question 29b. It is easy to see how the three lines can be interrelated but each line is viewed separately in the dictionary creation process. The very small list in Figure 1 will be used to demonstrate the process of dictionary creation. The phrase lists are generated by removing the same line from all forms. For instance, one phrase list will contain all the Line 1 responses. All punctuation is removed from these phrases. The conversion of phrase lists into word lists is rather simple. The first step is to remove all entries that might violate the Privacy Act, such as addresses. Then, using UNIX utilities. it is possible to replace all spaces with newlines. This puts each word on a line of its own. The lists are once again sorted in alphabetical order and duplicate entries are removed. The word list for Line 1 has 13745 words, Line 2 has 13879 words, and Line 3 has 16333 words for this experiment. These numbers show an extreme decrease in list size. This can be attributed to the redundancy of words within the phrase lists. Figure 4 shows the words produced from the phrases in Figure 2 . Figure 5 shows a small sampling of the words from the real Line 1 phrase list. Notice both of these examples contain misspelled words. These lists may also contain words which have the same stem. For example, "advisement" and "advising" have the same stem as "advisor", "advisors", and "advisory". That stem is "advise".
The First dictionary is appealing because it significantly reduces the dictionary size compared to the size of the full 1980 Census data list. Unfortunately, there are also problems with this dictionary. The problems include misspellings, abbreviations, and erroneous data entry. The erroneous data entry was noticed because the key punch operator was to enter the word "blank" when a blank field was found. The word "blank" was misspelled in many ways. Another data entry problem is key punch operators may sometimes spell correctly what is misspelled on the original form. These errors will be discussed in section 3.
Production of Second Dictionary from First
The second dictionary needs to be produced in order to improve the scoring and reduce errors. The type of scoring used will help determine if the second dictionary is necessary. what was requested of the data entry personnel. To achieve this, the image must be processed accurately by a human. It is known that this did not happen in all cases with the Census data and therefore the second dictionary is necessary.
ACADEMIC INSTUTUTION ACADEMIC LIBRARY BOOK JOBBER
One problem is key punch operators misspell words, as mentioned in section 2.3. The word "blank" was to be entered for every field that was blank. Blank is misspelled several possible ways in this data: balnk, blnak, blak, blan, blanks, and blasnk. Therefore, misspellings created by a key punch operator exist. Table 1 shows the occurrence rates of the possible spellings for the word blank. These problems can be solved by creating a correctly spelled dictionary. It must be understood that as soon as you create a correctly spelled dictionary, you can not score by what exists on the image.
Another not so obvious problem is key punch operators can read semantically. Most humans, when entering information into a system, read what was written at the word level. \Vhen doing this, some misspelled words are close enough to the proper or correct spelling that humans can recognize the word. The word is then spelled correctly when entered. "~Yehave no data about the rate of occurrence of this type of error. This kind of eTror suggests the use of what the writer intended to convey scoring. To allow for the fact that we do not always know what word was intended with misspellings, the correctly spelled words are also stemmed. The intended word interpretation can be an even greater problem with abbreviations. One added benefit from stemming is the reduction
ZNT of the dictionary size. This allows for many entries: misspelled, abbreviations, and extensions of the stem, to be mapped to one word. However. this process introduces problems as discussed below.
How is the first type of dictionary processed into the second type
This section explores the issues associated with the production of dictionaries of intended responses. This allows scoring of the word level as an alternative to scoring at the character level where errors in the keyed responses are known to exist. One motivation for producing such a dictionary ,vould be to provide more realistic scores at the word and field level than by simply requiring all characters in a word or field to be correct. It does not appear correct to give the same word and field level scores to "brake manufacturer" and "abrasive manure tower" when the keyed reponse ,vas "brakes manufracturer" .
The initial processing of the first type of dictionary is to convert it to lower case. An upper case word will cause strange side effects in the spelling and stemming utilities used. Then the words are spelling corrected and stemmed. These stems are then inserted back into the original phrases to produce correctly spelled and stemmed phrases. These last three steps of the production; correcting spelling, stemming, and making stemmed phrases, need human assistance. This may introduce word level errors while reducing character level errors introduced by the key punch operators.
Making words into correctly spelled words
The word list must be passed through a spell checking program. An operator must look at the flagged words and decide whether to keep the spelling correction or not. Some of the words make no sense. Some words are abbreviations and need to be expanded. Figure 6 shows the misspelled words from the demonstration sample list. Figure 7 shows some of the real misspelled words or abbreviations which need to be corrected. Some words from this list can be corrected while some of them require more information. It is possible to look back at the phrase list to resolve ambiguities. This is part of the reason that mapping between dictionaries, as discussed earlier, must be maintained. Examples of these questionable words are shown in Figure 8 with misspelled words in lower case followed by the phrase in upper case. This figure shows that it may be helpful to look back at the original form entry file, but that even then it may not be possible to resolve all ambiguities. At this point, we have not tried to correct spelling errors, or to expand abbreviations. 
Making stems
The UNIX operating system has a spell checker, spell -x, that does stemming. Stemming is the removal of suffixes and/or prefixes from a word to produce a shorter word, a stem. The root of a word is the shortest stem possible for that word. A word can have many stems but only one root. In Figure 10 , the root for the word "absorbers" is absorb while there are several stems. The appropriate stem must be found and it is not always the root. An operator must decide which stem is appropriate.
Examples of real stemming can be seen in Figure 10 , while the stemmings for the demonstration sample list are in Figure 9 . 'When stemming is applied, the word "biomedical" becomes "medic" for a root but the stem "medical" may be more appropriate. Also, "re~isters" becomes "gist", which is probably not acceptable.
Stemmed phrases can be made by mapping stems to their correctly spelled words. Then these words are mapped to the word lists. The stem can then be substituted for
